
always Wednesday from 

6.00–7.30 pm 
Online via Zoom 

Graduating with a bachelor’s degree in psychology opens a world of 
possibilities. A vast range of possible master’s degrees may make it 
seem difficult to choose your way. Looking into job descriptions 
across various platforms can seem intimidating; how far could your 
bachelorʼs degree get you?
These were the circumstances I found myself in back in 2019 when I 
finished my bachelor's degree at SFU Vienna. Looking for a job appeared 
difficult, since most employers put several requirements into their job 
ads and I did not feel ready for most of them. Thinking »How could I do 
these jobs without a specialization or the experience they are asking for?«, 
I found myself applying for jobs I would not be interested in anyways.
However, if you are looking to enter work life right after your bachelor's 
degree, you needn’t worry. With the uprising focus of big companies on 
CSR, ESG and People Sustainability, the possibilities for social scientists 
broaden each day. 
In this presentation I would like to invite the audience to get to know 
the basics of this modern, corporate environment and introduce you to 
the various and diverse tasks that you might encounter, should you 
choose to work in the field of strategic HR.

Matthias Paulnsteiner, BSc
Psychology Graduate, Group HR, Alumni of SFU

November 23rd 2022, 6.00–7.30 pm

Psychology and Strategic HR 
Paving your way into 
the corporate world as 
a psychology bachelor
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Registration 
https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUtdeCsqTIvGN29q-xpjG7HWOj0Wk8UXitn

Lectures Series »Professional Fields and Practice of Psychology« organized by the Faculty of Psychology Vienna, Berlin, Linz, Ljubljana and Milan.

Lectures Series 
Professional Fields and 
Practice of Psychology

Studying psychology opens up a wide range 
of professional opportunities. Working as a 
psychologist is possible in many professional 
fields, depending on the specialisation. In 
order to facilitate orientation, a selection of 
professional fields will be presented at this 
event. Psychologists from each SFU branch 
will present their fields of work and provide 
an insight into their everyday work. There 
will be first-hand information as well as 
space for exchange and questions. Language 
of presentation will be English.

November 9th 2022
Sara Isakovic, MSc
Performance Psychologist

November 23rd 2022 
Matthias Paulnsteiner, BSc
Psychology Graduate, Group HR, 
Alumni of SFU

December 7th 2022
Prof. Francesco Rovetto, MD
Professor of Clinical Psychology 
Sigmund Freud University, Milano (Italy)

January 11th 2023
Dr. Markus Fischl
Psychiatrist, MD

January 18th 2023
Filipa Krolo, MSc
PhD Student at Universität Greifswald, 
Alumni of SFU


